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PREFACE 

 

Institutions evolve over time. Like a single cell that soon divides into many, resulting in a sophisticated 

organism, institutions often are founded as a single core entity with a common mission and shared 

methods for attaining it. Over time though, and with success, institutional growth often prompts the 

development of subsets and facets to the original core, with specific dedicated operations and emphases. 

With continued growth and success, that multiplicity can become more complex and layered. Information 

Technology, (IT), a component that necessarily is involved in all areas of organizations, can become 

compartmentalized as well, with dedicated and specific methods, personnel and drivers. 

 

Organizations have begun to figure out that because IT is so functionally ubiquitous, combining all the IT 

activities into a central core will more effectively serve the whole diverse organization, in all its 

complexity. But it is a monumental endeavor to get a lasso around a wildly diverse group of people and 

skill sets, who have become accustomed to operating within their own domains, and invite them to come 

together. It is not easy to sell the idea that combining resources and identity will create a shared backbone 

with far greater power to serve all technology needs at the organization. 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

From its 1960's merger of the Case Institute of Technology and Western Reserve University, the resulting 

Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) had an established culture of distributed, school-based 

functions. Many administrative functions, from faculty and student recruiting, marketing, HR, facility 

management, alumni relations, and budgeting were conducted in loose association, rather than as a single 

organization. Accordingly, Information Technology, a new function in the history of the university, was 
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also developed within the individual schools, with one twist: network infrastructure was common and run 

by the university.  CWRU had, through natural organizational development, established a landscape of 

siloed IT operations, i.e., an IT unit in each of CWRU’s constituent faculties, each silo long-established 

with individual IT functions and a built-in comfort level due to familiarity as well as perceived adequate 

efficacy.  

 

Other than required participation in university-wide enterprise initiatives, e.g., Human Capital 

Management, Student Information System, Financials, a learning management system, and network 

services, each constituent unit was making its own technology decisions and purchases, which were often 

based on very short-term decision making related strongly to availability of funds rather than a strategic 

view of the value of technology to the unit. It is worthwhile to point out the unevenness of how IT support 

was delivered, if at all. In some areas, significant investments were made and robust IT organizations 

arose. In other areas, IT was left to individual faculty to figure out. And, of course, there was everything 

in between. IT professionals based in each school/unit were isolated from one another, each running their 

own unit independently, despite their sharing a common home at the university with common goals for 

service in a common context of higher-ed tech.  

 

When Sue Workman was first recruited as CWRU’s VP for University Technology/CIO, she walked into 

this landscape of silo operations. Workman’s hire happened to coincide with a moment in which the 

university leadership wanted to consider this fact, and whether its decentralized IT operations were the 

best approach in service of the overall university, especially in light of growing cybersecurity threats.  

One of Sue’s first endeavors was to take on this consideration and evaluation. 

 

 

THE IMPETUS 
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Members of the Board of Trustees were aware of newsworthy data breaches and hacks and had 

experience with security risks in their own businesses. A small group of representatives from Research 

Education Networking Information Sharing & Analysis Center (REN-ISAC), was engaged by Workman 

during the winter of 2014–2015 to conduct a small study of service risks and information technology 

practices at the university in response to increased security threats experienced across the globe. With this 

background of security awareness and growing tensions, the university president charged the newly 

recruited CIO and VP for Information Technology with consolidating all IT services to provide the best 

organizational structure in service of the university as a whole. The preliminary results confirmed that the 

silo structure exposed the university to security breaches that could be reduced with a central IT 

organization. 

 

The president and board then commissioned a more expansive security audit by an external consulting 

agency to determine what if any changes should be made to improve vulnerability and strengthen 

efficiency. The auditor looked at three management centers (silos) at CWRU in-depth over several 

months. The CIO and the auditing agency presented the findings including several security issues 

recommending that servers across campus be put in protected data centers. The trustees weighed in with 

their experience of efforts to centralize IT operations. Discussions continued through 2015 about the pros 

and cons of centralization and the demands that such a transition would make. On January 5, 2016, the 

University President announced her decision to the full campus community that the university must make 

it a strategic priority to centralize all IT operations with all due speed. Four goals of centralization were 

stated at the outset: 

1. Most importantly, reduce and effectively manage the risk profile of CWRU. 

2. Ensure business continuity and disaster recovery readiness by leveraging best-practices across the 

university. 

3. Improve the “IT experience” across all areas of the university. 
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4. Optimize the university’s investments in information technology. 

Although the president recognized that such a transition in the university’s culture represented a high-risk 

effort, she knew the improved security and efficiency would make the risk worthwhile. By putting her 

endorsement into the initiative, she gave it full credibility and emphasized its priority. 

 

 

STARTING DOWN THE PATH 

The CIO and her team began with a general vision of the end result of the transition – a single university-

wide IT operation with representatives in each of the constituent faculties and administrations – but they 

did not have a clear vision of how to reach that result. Workman believed that the individual IT operations 

would have to embrace the general vision and help determine the process and end-result of the transition 

and with that in mind, she and her team reached out to those individual IT operations and initiated 

exploratory conversations. Significant attention was given to engaging the full array of separate IT 

organizations so all could provide insight into the clients, structure, skills, security protections, and work 

process of each group. From these conversations, the CIO’s group developed a more informed 

understanding of the areas of specialization in each of the units while identifying systemic flaws that the 

new organization would need to correct or eliminate. Some improved outcomes of centralization became 

clear; it would reduce redundancies, improve user support and maximize IT investments.  The "siloed" 

organizations were typically one-deep in nearly all areas of service they provided. When that one person 

was ill, on vacation, or resigned, there were serious repercussions. Centralization would be able to 

provide greater "bench strength" by broadening the community. 

 

Adopting a gradual, and extremely collaborative, rollout rather than a sudden flip, Workman’s team 

sought to establish trust and invite collaboration. To that end, the campus IT community was called 
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together at the outset of the transition to be introduced to and asked to adopt the goals of the process 

which included the following principles. 

#1 - Moving to a Culture of “We” 

While it was likely at the end of the transition that the majority of IT staff across the university would 

continue to work in and for their current unit or school, they would also become part of the university’s 

larger IT organization. One benefit of the transition would be the creation of a like-minded IT community 

across the campus. Changing staff members’ reporting lines would be a first step, but the most important 

step would be forging a robust unified team spirit. A sense of collective purpose would not be created 

simply by drawing up a new organizational chart, but required authentic and combined efforts to share 

ideas, compare experiences, and identify opportunities in conversations and communications with one 

another. The threat that centralization represented was reduced by ensuring that each staff member’s 

value to their individual unit was preserved and recognized while it was brought into the unified 

organization. 

 

#2 - Honoring What Is and Has Been 

One purpose of centralization is to enhance and improve on existing services and functions. Achieving 

this purpose requires two distinct steps: understanding the history and current silo structure and then 

identifying how to preserve the best of the past even as a unified IT organization is put in its place. 

 

#3 - A New Destination 

The whole may truly be greater than the sum of its parts. What the future state looks like depends largely 

on those who form the new IT organization, including those who were in the previous central (core) IT 

organization and those who were in other IT organizations on campus, all of whom constitute the new 

organization, “[U]Tech.” The new organization will be made more robust by what they all bring to the 
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new setting, what they will gain and learn from it, and how they’ll all identify additional ways to serve 

their local communities while simultaneously benefitting the university at large. 

 

Workman committed to deliver the new organization while maintaining a neutral budget, using resources 

that were already being spent on IT and not adding any new costs. She also emphasized that this was not 

intended to be a job-cutting exercise: anyone who was productive and effective would be maintained on 

the new team. 

 

 

THE MESS & SUCCESS OF A HUGE COLLABORATION 

It was determined that the transition process would move forward through the following phases: 

● Phase 1: Discovery – Ask the question, “What does the picture of the desired outcome look like?”  

Begin to categorize the existing pieces at the macro level. 

● Phase 2: Deeper Assessment - Categorize the skills, services, socio-technical culture at each 

school/center. Bring the edge pieces together. 

● Phase 3: Design a new organization based on what was learned in Phase 2, retaining the necessary 

and the best of the past.  

● Phase 4: Implementation & Deployment – Build a unified organization that reaches into all the 

constituent faculties and connects them to form a whole. 

 

Organizational changes are typically ordered from the top down. In those cases, a small group of leaders 

makes decisions and imposes them on the stakeholders, regardless of possible repercussions such as 

negative shifts in work culture, staff attrition, not understanding operations and reduced productivity. 

Though CWRU had the full support of the top leadership, Workman and her team felt that a “grass roots” 
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process would ensure greater success. They did not pretend they knew what everyone was doing across 

all the individual IT shops campus-wide or that they had a detailed understanding of the outcome of the 

transition.  

 

Given the anxiety level and the scope of the initiative along with the lack of insight about each of the 

different IT groups, plans were made to have as many forums for discussion and collaboration as possible. 

The goal was to invite full input on the centralization plan and the process of its implementation. When 

asked the question, “What is your plan?” the answer was, “What is your input on the plan? We want to 

fold your thinking into the process.” Though this approach might be more labor-intensive and time-

consuming on the front end, it would develop support and improve the outcome. The fact that the entire 

community was invited to participate in defining the structure and process of the new entity made the 

process more likely to succeed. Leadership’s goal was to be as non-disruptive as possible and not change 

the way constituents interacted with IT while at the same time improving security and services.  

 

“All Hands on Deck” meetings, i.e., all-inclusive meetings of the campus-wide IT staffs and other 

interested parties, were conducted and have continued to the present day. A leadership summit was held 

and included financial managers, deans, center directors and the president’s council members. The CIO 

and her leadership team committed to attending as many meetings at as many levels as possible 

maintaining continuity of leadership and understanding. Attendance at these meetings enabled the 

leadership group to respond to questions, quell false rumors, and demonstrate that rank and file IT staff 

would have genuine input into shaping the new structure. 

 

At the initial stage no one could articulate a vision for what IT should look like once the process was 

complete. Workman’s group sought to discover the size, shape, type, and scope of the 12 separate IT units 

across the campus and have them help determine how to bring them all together. This approach was 
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intended to build trust and reduce the stress of the transformation. The needs of each school were 

addressed, each one being unique. Every area had a different level of investment in IT, and a different 

approach to its identity. 

 

 

CHALLENGES AND TROUBLESHOOTING 

The most important goal of the process was the improvement of campus-wide IT security. The external 

audit revealed security issues that were the result of human error involving lost or ignored machines and 

software that was not being managed. Hundreds of servers and other machines needed to be identified and 

located, moved, virtualized, secured and/or put in the cloud to make them a properly managed, secure 

service. This presented a formidable challenge. It would be very difficult to move a server to a secure 

situation if its exact location in not known, or who manages it! Two additional big concerns that needed 

to be addressed were (1) the perception that a single IT organization would lack the agility that many in 

the campus community felt was provided by the smaller IT groups, and (2) the fear that the IT-related 

priorities of individual units throughout the university would be lost in the single IT organization. 

 

An even more difficult and more delicate part of the transition was the human side. Many of the 

individual school’s IT professionals were jacks of all trades, not so fully developed as to be expert in any 

particular area. CWRU had lots of IT generalists across campus, but very few expert specialists. It was 

actually unknown how many IT workers there were across campus. Service support in the schools was 

often provided by the “seat-of-the-pants,” and it was not possible to measure what was being done or at 

what cost. 
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Not surprisingly given this, IT staff around the campus were uncertain and insecure regarding their place 

in the final outcome. Many IT staff members around the campus were certain that the centralization 

would somehow put their jobs and livelihood in jeopardy and skepticism ran thick that centralization was 

merely a guise to cut staff. The CIO worked to build trust as the process unfolded through repeated 

meetings and communication. 

 

Several working committees were established and perhaps the most critical was the working group on 

personnel, initially charged with defining what an IT worker was: job descriptions, scope, context, all 

needed to be considered in identifying IT staff. The committee developed a formula to help with this 

process:  

>75% effort IT = IT worker 

<25% effort IT ≠ IT worker 

26% - 74% effort IT – warrants discussion 

The formula provided that if 75% or more of an employee’s activities were IT-related, that person would 

be considered IT staff. If less than 25% of activities were related to IT, that person would not be consider 

an IT staff person. But for those whose activities fell between 25% and 75%, there would be discussion 

and careful determination about those individuals’ roles. Centralization enabled the identification and 

development of outstanding talent across campus. Areas for professional development were identified and 

IT staff were trained in new areas and skills, increasing the effectiveness of the staff and developing a 

workforce that has a skill set customized to meet the demands of the university. 

 

Along with the development of technical IT skills came the development of IT management and 

leadership skills. Significant investment was made to provide the MOR Associates Advanced Leadership 

Program to develop a common terminology and skill set in campus-wide IT. Training was first provided 

to senior leadership and then to all managers of the new organization. Workman and her team believe this 
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commonality of leadership skills serves to make the organization more agile. With the same language and 

skills, co-workers can more quickly embrace the same goals, collaborate, identify redundancies and 

shortcuts, and get through tasks more efficiently. Rote tasks were systematically shared, absorbed and 

thus reduced, freeing up more capacity for innovation. In addition, experiencing this training together 

helped enforce the desired culture of “we” that was a key principle in the whole centralization process. 

 

Along with Personnel, other working committees included Hardware & Infrastructure, Service 

Management, Budget & Finance, Security and Policy. The new unified structure was to deliver all the 

service that the old system had delivered but more safely and more efficiently – at no extra cost - and to 

be positioned to deliver new services as needs emerged. Workman committed to fortifying the university 

community with a team of professional IT workers, providing backups, connecting peers, and fostering a 

community committed to IT excellence, all while maintaining a neutral budget. Funds that were already 

being spent on IT were needed and would be used, but no new funds would be added. Similar to staff, 

there was no way to know how much money was pre-existing in the old configuration that would be 

available to the new organization. By employing an approach in which IT staff were invited to help define 

the transition as participants rather than being passive recipients of a new order imposed upon them, 

increased and more comfortable buy-in was cultivated, bolstering the chances of success.  

 

 

EARLY ADOPTERS 

The university’s Student Affairs office was the first to agree to transition their internal IT organization 

including expanding its role to support the president and the University General unit (the core 

administrative management center of the university) under the new unified structure. This new team, 

known as the Executive IT Services Group, was created and the process had its first win. Prior to that 
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time, the university executives had no expedited tech service or special treatment to keep them 

productive. Also, the president insisted that her cabinet and University central administration should go 

first with the transition, to blaze the trail and pilot the experience in service of units yet to come. 

 

The CWRU School of Law then came forward next to join the new structure. It piloted new methods and 

procedures related to combining efforts and resources that would work for subsequent schools and areas. 

The early adopters provided illustrations of successful and relatively painless transformations, giving 

leadership confidence that it would deliver the university to the right technology destination. 

Subsequently, staff from all over the university were thoughtfully transitioned into the new organization 

over the period of one year with consideration given to each school’s specific needs. 

 

A significant step occurred when the Dean of the School of Medicine became supportive after posing 

questions about the return on her investment in IT. Medical, Nursing and Dental units had been 

preliminarily brought together when planning for the new health education building, so these schools 

were prime candidates for the concept of centralization. The med school dean joined IT leaders and 

CWRU innovators in a visit to Microsoft that illuminated the value the med school receives for its 

financial investment in IT. A number of other deans soon recognized the value of eliminating separate IT 

shops in favor of one centralized, effective unit. 

 

 

WHAT’S SO GOOD ABOUT CENTRALIZATION?  

DISCOVERING THE VALUE 

The benefits of centralization are many, and can be roughly categorized under the following headings: 

• MANAGEMENT AND REDUCTION OF RISK 
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• INFORMATION SECURITY, BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY 

• IMPROVED IT EXPERIENCE 

• OPTIMIZATION OF INVESTMENTS 

• PROFESSIONAL GROWTH & STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

 

A few highlights of this massive effort are worthy of putting front and center. By centralizing, UTech 

reallocated $1,590,350, between 2016 and 2018, and this was just what could be easily tracked at the 

time. Of this, $1,256,150 was recurring and $336,200 was one-time. With these re-allocated resources, 

UTech has been able to do much more without adding resources. The following list represents some of 

the larger projects implemented as a result of this re-allocated resources: 

Development and implementation of Spartan Answers Personal Assistant 
Staffing of Salesforce Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system 
Purchase and pilot of Enterprise Data Lake 
Implementation of new UTech Staff Mentoring Program 
Expansion of university-wide IT professional development 
Formation of HoloLens support group 
Formation of HEC support group 
Expansion of Google Suite support group 
Development of Faculty Information System 
Licensing of Enterprise PC Back-up 
Creation of VDI team and increase of quantity of licenses and support to 
University 
Creation of Security Operations Center 
Creation of data analytics team 
Development of central print service 
Full Support for TVUC & Maltz’s AV needs 
Provision of custom modifications for School of Medicine’s adaptation to 
Canvas 

 

What follows are descriptions of some other anecdotal successes from centralization. 
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MANAGEMENT AND REDUCTION OF RISK 

• Over 600 servers were identified and moved from various offices on the campus network to UTech 

data centers. In many cases, physical servers were retired and their functions migrated to virtual 

machines, leading to higher availability, simpler maintenance, and significantly reduced power 

consumption that resulted in a decreased carbon footprint. Of the initial 600 servers, 200 were retired 

when it was determined they were no longer being used for their initial purpose.  

• Additionally, by moving server resources to the data centers, a ‘default deny’ network posture was 

able to be implemented for the overall campus, while permitting off-campus access to server 

resources that are needed in the data centers. This led to a huge overall decrease in security exposure 

to CWRU users from malicious attack, since the character of network traffic to the campus was 

segmented between client and server traffic. This large project required significant cooperation across 

departments, schools and research organizations, enabled by new trusting relationships between IT 

staff under a single organization. “Default Deny” network firewall state was implemented over the 

same timeframe as UTech centralization, in concert with the server consolidation project. The new 

standard, common in non-academic cyber security management but unusual in academia, meant that 

any user who started a ‘server’ service on the campus was automatically protected from the myriad of 

cyber threats from off-campus. The improved collaboration between all IT staff in the support chain 

permitted stronger collaboration between Information Security and end-user support staff to drive 

secure standards and permit official experimentation/research.  The default deny posture of the 

network is positively reflected in the decrease of network-based attack successes and permitting the 

Security Fusion Center team to focus more on cloud-based attacks on users. 

• A research computing service was initiated to provide up to 400 new virtual machines (VM) for no-

cost faculty use, significantly reducing the need for faculty to purchase and administer servers for 

research purposes. This new option also hosts faculty-administered research servers that are currently 

located throughout campus, leading to an additional reduction in the university’s carbon footprint and 
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risk from malicious cyberattack keeping research hardware up-to-date and secure. 172 faculty-

administered research servers are eligible or retired. Some are transitioned to VMs in the new service 

and some will be physically moved.  

• In support of UTech’s strategic initiative to support and expand the use in institutional data in 

decision making, UTech developed and implemented an enterprise data lake. The data lake provides a 

tool set for detailed reporting, analytics, and data governance that was not previously available. A 

Data Management, Analytics and Visualization team supports the analytics needs of the university 

with tools, processes and strategic consulting.  

• The School of Dental Medicine Health Record systems and services were shifted to a full enterprise 

support model and included moving of related servers to CWRU’s Data Center, now fully supported 

by UTech’s Server Group 

• Greater visibility into the needs of each school through centralizing has given a window into the 

schools to see their challenges and provide resources/ideas to resolve (i.e. classroom upgrades in law 

school funded by UTech). The window into the schools has also exposed dangerous data security 

practices that have been addressed with advice or in some cases, by moving the data to secure 

environments. Beyond a window, it has also opened up open sharing of information where there had 

been silos before.   

• UTech became the driver in a process that engaged budget officers from across campus to create and 

endorse a collective reporting/analytics solution for financial, student and research data. Working 

with UTech, the administrators were satisfied with results as new budget systems and reporting 

systems are put into place. This effort demanded a tremendous amount of collaboration and trust, and 

will go a long way to improve many users’ interactions with various datasets. It will also provide a 

fluid method for sharing appropriate data between different management centers.  

 

INFORMATION SECURITY, BUSINESS CONTINUITY AND DISASTER RECOVERY 
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• While noted in the 2015 REN-ISAC and the 2016 Security Program Review as chronically under-

resourced, the Information Security Office was able to implement a Security Fusion Center, an 

operational monitoring capability, to support the increased size of UTech overall service footprint. 

These resources, primarily in staffing, were sourced by minor growth and re-purposed IT staffing 

within the overall UTech team. Notably, most of the new hires to the Information Security Office 

over this timeframe were from in-house talent, which is now being developed with security training 

and certifications. 

• The Information Security team was able to re-purpose some UTech resource savings to apply to 

activities to develop the first full IT Business Continuity Plan (BCP) in 2017. Having completed the 

BCP, a rework of the Disaster Recovery Plan was started to account for the influx of new IT staff 

under a centralized UTech organization. The process of training a new cohort of IT leaders in the 

skills and processes needed for high-intensity IT operations is underway, something which was 

neither feasible nor available to IT staff outside of the infrastructure management teams. This is an 

important set of skills and leadership development needed for both the university and for the next 

generation of IT leaders. 

 

IMPROVED IT EXPERIENCE 

• UTech created a brand-new HoloLens support model leveraging existing staff, a model which also 

reached to the fine arts program by supporting HoloLens dance performances. This innovation led to 

the creation of a HoloAnatomy curriculum for use in the medical school. 

• The School of Engineering’s Virtual Desktop Initiative (VDI) Engineers were able to combine forces 

in support of other schools’ VDI initiatives and extend services to the larger university with no 

additional headcount or duplication of services in these schools and providing differing cost savings 

in various situations. VDI benefits the entire university by providing immediate access to multiple 

software packages on almost any endpoint. 
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• UTech staff from across the organization came together voluntarily to develop and implement a new 

CWRU voice-enabled Personal Assistant, called Spartan Answers. The Spartan Answers project was 

implemented in an inventive way that would not have been possible in a non-centralized structure. 

The CIO challenged the full UTech staff to consider taking on the project of creating a campus 

ChatBOT on a volunteer basis, with no extra compensation or time. An enthusiastic and interested 

group of 15 UTech staff came together voluntarily to develop and implement the new CWRU 

Personal Assistant, now called “Spartan Answers,” in record time, and without additional staff or 

funding.  

• UTECH staff from the Law School, the College of Arts and Sciences, UGEN and Executive Support, 

Desk Side Services, and the Windows Server Team are collaborating to create a campus-wide print 

server. The server is up and operational after piloting in one of the schools. A single campus print 

server will greatly reduce the duplication of effort in print management on campus. It will also allow 

Desk Side Services and the Call Center to provide  better support, because they can be trained on and 

given access to this one common system. This effort showcases an increase in the efficiency of staff 

time and a magnification of that staff’s availability due to centralization. Before centralization, each 

school made independent decisions about how to manage printing – now, as a centralized collective 

think tank, it is possible to take a larger view and support a more efficient, campus-friendly wholistic 

system. 

• The School of Dental Medicine (SODM) created and funded an Analytics position intended to focus 

primarily on SODM but established as a UTech employee and as such, is able to help establish the 

enterprise-wide Analytics group. 

• UTech has launched the implementation of the Salesforce platform to improve the methods of student 

engagement as well as providing a consistent, effective enterprise relationship management platform 

for the university. This project will focus first on the Student Success Initiative and university 

marketing team. The student success navigators currently use multiple separate and distinct systems 
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to support their student needs, and with this project that conglomeration will be reduced to one 

modern, intuitive platform with greatly increased functionality. Current communications efforts are 

carried out across campus without any insight on the effectiveness, or a total view of how many times 

the community is contacted by the various entities. This platform will greatly improve the ability of 

the university to gain insight into the effectiveness of marketing and communication campaigns, 

while also preventing email exhaustion for the community. Existing skill sets from throughout the 

organization were repositioned to support the first initiative with no additional staff. This platform 

will continue to grow throughout the university in the coming years. 

• Prior to centralization, a previous med school accreditation finding of "satisfactory with a need for 

monitoring" on information technology resources/staff was a concern that needed remediation. Data 

from the Independent Student Analysis indicated student dissatisfaction with timely technical support. 

In response to this concern, the school convened a new committee to address these student concerns. 

When the next accreditation review occurred, (in 2018, after centralization) the Liaison Committee on 

Medical Education’s  finding for information technology resources/staff was a Satisfactory, the 

highest score possible for a follow-up report. This improvement demonstrated that the changes UTech 

made within the new centralized organizational model, resulted in necessary improvements.  

• With the implementation of GSuite many years ago, services were limited to GMail, Google Drive, 

and Google Contacts. The original support role was assigned to several people that were already 

supporting email and identity management as add-on assignments continued. As the number of 

services grew, it became too much for the small group to support. The amount of services Google 

offered became a whole suite of products, and it became apparent that the service model needed to 

shift to a model encompassing subject matter experts. G-Suite support of the larger product offerings 

was expanded by reallocating headcount and scaling up to 33 people contributing to 13 different 

service areas. This allows the people with expertise to create a better customer experience with 
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service excellence, while not overloading any one person. All of this became possible to implement 

through the centralization of UTech, as this allowed for a bigger pool of experts from which to select.  

• Canvas Learning Management System (LMS) became the single LMS for the entire university, 

through cooperative effort by UTech Teaching and Learning Technologies staff and UTech 

centralized staff. UTech was able to retire an old, home-grown, and hard-to-support system at the 

med school and adapt Canvas to serve the unique schedule and needs of professional medical 

education. This effort was carried out collaboratively and collectively to transition the med school 

successfully into Canvas, something less likely to have happened prior to centralization as individual 

shops operated more in a vacuum.  

• As mentioned earlier in the Early Adopters section, centralization spurred the creation of a new client 

support organization for Executive IT and University General (UGEN) by reallocating and 

reorganizing the former Student Affairs IT staff team. The Executive IT organization initially focused 

on support for the university President’s and Provost's Offices, then expanded to support UGen 

Administration departments such as Finance and the Office of General Counsel followed by all deans 

with unanticipated accolades.  

• An Engineering Professor is using a geographic information system in his courses. The Windows-

based software package was not compatible with other operating systems such as macOS or Linux. 

The prof reached out to UTech for a solution, and UTech was able to stream the software through a 

web portal. Since applications streamed through this portal can run on any operating system, students 

from any platform or devices are able to run the software along with the instructor during his courses 

to improve the learning experience. The additional benefit to streaming is that the students no longer 

need to install, configure, or update the software themselves. Students simply log into the web portal 

and launch the software package of the appropriate version and functionality that the Professor is 

already familiar with, reducing any potential discrepancies in the learning environment. This 

classroom need was met within hours and at no additional cost to the students or department.  
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• During the transition to UTech, two of three staff members supporting Ellucian’s Advance and 

iModules applications moved to other positions. After hiring a service manager for the area, to 

support the remaining developer, the team will be built out further to support the University Relations 

and Development division. This is modeled after the ERP areas. Through the team building effort, the 

Advancement team developed a road map for the applications assuring ongoing support from the 

vendor and a clear strategic direction toward needed functionality. 

• After looking for a new system for over five years, UTech staff supporting the medical school Faculty 

Information System worked together to create an entirely new enterprise Faculty Information System. 

Phase 1 was implemented and well-received by the clients. 

• Three siloed event/space management systems were merged into one to serve the whole enterprise, 

eliminating EMS and ASTRA, and improving the user experience campus-wide. UTech consulted 

with the Office of Student Affairs in the implementation of Campus Groups to replace OrgSync and 

integrate with this unified event management system, thereby reducing redundancy and providing a 

much-improved feature set and mobile interface.  

• The CWRU web hosting transition required teamwork from UTech. Existing web development staff 

in these groups worked with University Media & Communications (UMC) to complete the transition 

to Drupal.  

• Centralization has allowed UTech to better serve academic units in identifying and supporting online 

learning initiatives. Greater collaboration between the schools and UTech is helping to promote a 

university-wide strategic plan for online learning. 

• A Support Group for a large new health education campus facility was established that utilizes UTech 

staff from the medical, nursing and dental schools, and the Help Desk to create a unified support 

model. Centralization is helping to ensure that faculty, students, and staff are trained on academic 

technologies before the move so everyone was ready to successfully transition into the new campus.  
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• The UTech Service Management area collaborated with many different divisions throughout UTech 

and the campus to improve the online printing program called WEPA. To enhance the technology, 

UTech coordinated the replacement of printers in all of the WEPA kiosks across campus. In addition, 

UTech cross-trained the Desk Side support team to handle common WEPA issues. Also, WEPA 

alerts are now also being sent to the help desk email address and being assigned to the proper 

representative to handle the printer issue. WEPA signage is being redesigned to clearly promote how 

to get assistance with WEPA issues.  

• A new central print server is up and running and serving all of the faculty and staff printers for the 

Law School. Also, several other schools have access and are beginning to set up printers. Historically 

each school, unit, or department, of the University had to manage its own printing. Many areas set up 

their own print servers, leading to a great deal of duplication of effort. Others set up direct 

connections from printers to each individual computer, a time-consuming prospect. When a printer 

changed, each impacted computer had to be touched. Across all of campus printing, there was no 

centralized monitoring, reporting, or support. When printing-related calls came into the service desk, 

the analyst typically did not have the access or scripts to handle the issue. Often it was even difficult 

to determine who managed printing for that area and appropriately route the ticket. The campus 

faculty and staff print server frees system administrators from each area from having to run and 

monitor individual print servers. It allows for a much more efficient management of printing for areas 

that did not have a print server in the first place. Finally, support can be much more effective, as the 

service desk and desk side services now have the training, documentation, access, and insight to 

handle campus-wide printing issues. 

• Several managers whose areas were geographically close to one another on campus recognized that 

they could combine forces and help each other now that they were all on the same team. They created 

and implemented the “Zone Support System” in which any of the teams could respond to service 

requests from that shared physical area (North Quad) of campus. This innovation provided a deeper 
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bench for support staff, lessening the possibility that there would be no team member available to 

respond and also providing consistent increased depth on the bench by joining forces. 

 

OPTIMIZATION OF INVESTMENTS 

• The UTech Director of IT at the Law School was able to add on the responsibilities of a suddenly 

vacant Director of IT position at The College of Arts and Sciences (CAS), saving in salaries and 

fringe benefits. By taking on the support and management of IT for the College of Arts & Sciences, 

with a faculty, staff & student population of 2,125, in addition to his pre-existing role with the Law 

School, this individual effectively supported both schools, cutting technology leadership personnel in 

half to both schools while also providing strategic planning and guidance to the senior leadership.  

• Migration of the Weatherhead VMware infrastructure into the enterprise VMware infrastructure was 

completed.  If this change had not been made, Weatherhead would have continued to pay 

approximately $14K per year for VMware licensing and hardware maintenance. Given that the old 

hardware was ready for replacement, Weatherhead also will not have to spend the approximately 

$57K for that replacement. 

• Subsequently, the Director of IT at the business school was able to take on a suddenly vacant Director 

of IT position at the Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences (MSASS), enabling funds to be 

reallocated to support a much-needed enterprise-wide accessibility position. Eventually, the 

additional law school responsibilities were folded in such that one Director now oversees all three 

areas creating more localized leadership on that side of campus, and again reallocating the CAS 

director’s resources for more enterprise-wide duties. 

• MediaVision and the Weatherhead School of Management’s (WSOM) AV Team collaborated on a 

HuddleCam pilot project. The WSOM Classroom Technology and Facilities Department were 

seeking an alternative solution to using freelance and/or student videographers for recording classes. 
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After testing and piloting, it was determined that the HuddleCam was in fact a viable solution to 

expensive external contracted employees.  

• In a similar example, MediaVision staff (formerly decentralized)) teamed up for a book signing in 

October 2018 to provide video and audio support for a high-profile author, avoiding a forced reliance 

on expensive vendor staffing. 

• MediaVision was able to produce Hudson Relays, an annual athletic event, with little assistance from 

external vendors by leveraging the distributed AV teams from across the division resulting in a large 

savings. This is also as a direct result of the [U]Tech centralization and using staff differently. 

• A staff person in the School of Medicine who was supporting the med school’s Learning 

Management System (LMS) retired and that salary was reallocated to hire an IT Technician providing 

comprehensive laptop support and technical service for more than 700 medical students and 

approximately 100 physician assistant students.  

• CWRU commissioned Zoom as an enterprise collaboration system and decommissioned Adobe 

Connect saving $13,000/year and simplifying the user experience in the process. A work group 

comprised of UTech staff from across campus researched, proposed and implemented this transition.  

• As a result of UTech centralization efforts, significant budget savings were realized in audio-visual 

(AV) support and maintenance for the Tinkham Veale University Center (TVUC) and the Maltz 

Performing Arts Center (MPAC). Since construction, these buildings have received AV support and 

maintenance supplied through separate Master Services Agreements (MSA) by the companies who 

performed the original AV integration. As the current service agreements for supporting TVUC and 

MPAC were expiring, UTech was able to leverage a different current contract from a vendor already 

supplying operational support and maintenance for the University’s 100+ UGEN classrooms. The 

savings were immediate and breakdown as follows: 
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Building Previous Cost  New Cost Annual Savings 

TVUC  $36,000   $15,214  $20,786 

MPAC  $56,311   $25,848  $30,464 

• A cross-campus UTech committee collaborated to develop endpoint standardization to provide 

quicker delivery of desktops, laptops and tablets to administrative users. By crafting a system that 

provides functional out-of-the-box equipment, consistency was increased, costs were lowered, both 

for the equipment as well as the staff time to set up said equipment. The standards also enhanced the 

ease of ordering and asset tracking. At the time of implementation, it was projected the university 

would be able to reallocate $83,265 in funding for hardware and $104,100 in labor costs for a total 

savings of $187,365.  

• The centralized UTech organization now takes ownership of all IT capital requests and prioritizes 

them for efficient review and funding. 

• A new IT acquisition policy and process was established to include a full contract review, security 

review, and web review. Since implementation, the group is evaluating an average of 80 

contracts/month eliminating duplication or purchase of software that is insecure or will not work on 

campus. This effort has effectively helped to avoid costs duplicate services: 

• Faculty and Students benefit from the purchase of an additional enhancement to CWRU’s 

Mathematica site license. This strategy, that evolved as a result of the centralization culture, 

resulted in a significant savings. 

• The centralization of Weatherhead's old virtual infrastructure into the enterprise VM infrastructure 

completed.  The move was successful and will result in  a shutdown of the old equipment.  

Weatherhead will no longer have to spend approximately $25K per year in licensing costs specific to 

their old infrastructure and they are also escaping the need to refresh their old hardware.   

• Before centralization, the WSOM AV team used an aging editing system for modifying videos. 

Leveraging the licensing, expertise and infrastructure in place at MediaVision allowed for upgrading 
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the WSOM to the current standard. WSOM video is also backed up to this same infrastructure instead 

of using numerous nonredundant physical hard drives at WSOM. This represents another large 

savings that was reallocated for additional services.  

• Since becoming part of MediaVision via centralization, the Law School AV department has utilized 

MediaVision equipment, such as sound systems, rather than paying to rent them from a vendor 

partner.  

• When a recent need in the Law School arose to replace several old, outdated classroom PC’s, UTech 

was able to direct some spare PC’s to serve as their replacements, resulting in a significant savings.  

• SpartaIRB was deployed to replace two iRIS applications used by both the IRB offices of CWRU 

and University Hospitals. By combining both existing IRB applications, research teams are now 

able to see all of their related studies in one application. SpartaIRB introduces a much-simplified 

compliance report feature which will save weeks of effort every 2-3 years to maintain AAHRPP 

(accreditation agency for human research protection). This improvement greatly simplified the IRB 

study submission forms to make the process much easier for human subject research. This system is 

critical to maintaining research funding to the university, and is now managed and supported 

following best practices for enterprise systems including the necessary budget and personnel to 

sustain it. 

• CWRU currently contracts with a third-party vendor for the desk side support provided to the campus 

community. Through the centralization process, UTech has gained insight into the support needs 

across campus and was able to develop a creative approach to future support contracts. Through an 

RFP process, UTech brings in-house a majority of the desk side support staff to provide a higher level 

of support while at the same time lowering annual costs. This creative change saves the university 

$50k/year over the current contract and $130k/year over the next five years. This is a great example 

of creatively managing existing resources. 
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• As a result of scale and centralization, the practice of billing schools and faculty for physical servers 

co-located in data centers was ceased.  

 

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH & STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

• The commitment to IT staff professional development has greatly increased since centralizing. By 

leveraging combined training budgets and negotiating quantity discounts, UTech has been able to 

send staff to approximately 260 sessions at Weatherhead Executive Education since 2016, and saved 

significantly on technical online training courses provided through New Horizons. UTech also had 15 

staff participate in Weatherhead’s Leadership Lab for Women in STEM, as well as 2 participants in 

the year-long Women’s Staff Leadership Development Institute.  Around 1046 individual trainings of 

one form or another have been consumed by UTech since centralization, plus there have been five all-

staff trainings delivered. 

• Making an investment to develop future leadership for the division, UTech sent every manager 

through a year-long training from the MOR Leaders Program. Going through this rigorous program as 

a group also helped cultivate relationships across the division and contributed to a new culture of 

“we.”  Approximately 40 people have received/are receiving this rigorous training. 

• A unified strategic leadership group evolved with representation from all of the previous satellite IT 

shops and also the pre-existing core IT organization. Most of the members of this Strategy Group 

went through the aforementioned one-year MOR Leadership Development program. The group meets 

monthly to share resources/experiences/ideas across all schools, avoiding re-invention of the wheel 

for every new problem in every school and providing a Think Tank for creative problem solving and 

innovation. The creation of this Think Tank showcases the newly created bonds and network within 

the new organization. 

• An all-new staff mentoring program was created by an UTech staff person, formerly situated in the 

CAS, who saw a need and an opportunity for entire division. She not only developed and 
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implemented this program, but she had the full impetus of the centralized organization and collective 

leadership behind her to back up the initiative. This served as a unique professional development 

opportunity not only for the one individual driving the initiative, but also for the many of her peers 

who will ultimately benefit from the program.  

• An official Audio-Visual (AV) job family was implemented for the 12 (centralized) UTech AV team 

members at CWRU. The creation of the AV job family yielded several immediate benefits including 

establishing 4 levels of AV Technicians based on skill level and the requirements of the various 

schools. The new positions provide consistency and equity across the AV team at CWRU. Many AV 

staff members saw their salary grade increase, and a new career path emerge as a direct result of the 

new job family.  

• Amazon Web Services is providing free training for UTech staff due to a VDI-friendly environment 

and large cohort size that results from centralization. If UTech were multiple smaller shops across 

campus, each one would have to pay for AWS training individually. There is also savings on AWS 

usage through volume discounts of at least 5% over individual AWS accounts.  

• Centralization also brings the opportunity to hold classes in groups.  By mere co-location this gives 

people more opportunity to interact with their counterparts across the university, and to learn about 

topics that they might not learn about if they were in silos. Creating a community of people with 

common knowledge helps when one has questions or runs into problems.  

• The Project Management Team mobilized to create an internal project management training series, 

instead of hiring an outside provider, offered to all UTech staff. There were 118 individuals across the 

division who attend the six sessions.[U]Tech Project Management Tools and Templates  team 

drive gives access to the training materials to everyone across the division. Over time, additional 

templates are being added to the drive. This resulted in tremendous savings as well as common 

practices.  
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• Various Community of Interest groups, including a web management group, a strategy group, etc., 

have been created by the UTech staff to bridge gaps, building a sense of team and make connections. 

• An inaugural conference event hosted by University Technology division [You]Tech 2019: 

Inspire/Aspire was produced on July 30, 2019, at the Tinkham Veale University Center on the 

campus of Case Western Reserve University. The conference welcomed nearly 400 registered 

attendees from UTech, across campus and the Northeast Ohio region. UTech’s executive leadership 

team strives to cultivate a culture of imagination and empowerment for all employees—from that 

mission, this conference grew into a celebration of the great and diverse range of talents and 

experience of the people within the division. In addition to Keynote Speaker Jaime Casap, a Google 

Education Evangelist, there were 44 additional presentations by UTech staff selected by a committee 

of peers.  The event was successful and a true celebration of centralization. 

 

 

DOCUMENTING PROGRESS AND SUCCESS 

It became clear early on in the process that communication, both internally and externally, would be a 

huge factor in realizing success. It was necessary to inform the constituents of IT what they could expect 

– improved service, enhanced security, greater resources – to stave off any anxieties about the change. It 

was equally important to inform the IT team of what they could expect – no massive layoffs, enhanced 

efficiency, greater internal resources, increased opportunities for professional development and 

collaboration – to encourage their comfort and buy-in of the initiative. As centralization unfolded, it 

became important to illuminate and celebrate successes with an ongoing PR effort to boost enthusiasm on 

both ends.  
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The centralization effort coincided with the crafting of a new strategic plan for the IT Division. Using the 

feedback from all the grass roots centralization discussions and studying global trends, a plan was 

developed that set priorities, focused energy and resources and provided direction for the changing, more 

centralized environment.  It was natural that a strategic plan would be created at a time of significant self-

evaluation and restructuring. The resulting plan, “Re-Imagining IT,“ was distributed in 2016 and with its 

launching came a new name for the division University Technology, or [U]Tech. The “Re-Imagining IT” 

Strategic Plan features nine separate initiative, culminating in one  specific to centralization, 

demonstrating how the act of centralizing is woven into the fabric of the overall strategy for the division. 

 

A division-wide system for tracking achievements was developed, along with several regular 

communication vehicles for sharing triumphs. Regular (annual, semi-annual) follow up pieces to the 

strategic plan were developed to highlight achievements and demonstrate progress. 
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TIMELINE 
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CONCLUSION  

In the end, as the process of centralization is fully realized, changes are experienced concentrically over 

three major areas: internally within UTech, within the University and externally to beyond the University. 

 

Within the new organization of UTech, staff experience the organization as a positive place to work and 

to make ongoing contributions. There is an openness between staff allowing for fluid and constructive 

communication and creating an authentic camaraderie. Staff perceive themselves as one team working 

together, mutually productive and supportive. There is constant evaluation of direction, allowing for 
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trimmed sails and efficient, nimble movement through work. Trust among staff is implicit, allowing 

individuals to question and challenge each other without risk of animosity or insecurity. 

 

This environment will enable UTech to retain talented staff. By enhanced ability to provide training and 

increased exposure to a variety of projects, the staff will continue to grow professionally and also to 

recognize its own value. The new environment provides more opportunities for professional stretching 

and also creates a culture that such stretching is safe and encouraged by colleagues and leadership.  Staff 

profile is elevated and recognized as engendering a sense of pride and mutual accomplishment.   

 

By combining the disparate IT management centers, UTech enjoys a new discovery of existing talent 

within its new organization that was formerly hidden in distributed areas. The division celebrates having 

the attitude and skills it needs most, and is able to make intelligent assignments and innovations. 

 

The benefits of centralization within the larger University are that UTech is embraced as a trusted partner 

as a result of conscientious relationship-building throughout the process that emphasized one university 

and shared goals. UTech emerged from a philosophy of collaboration instead of empire building and has 

proven its commitment by money saved through contract review and resource sharing. Its participation in 

multiple RFP’s demonstrates UTech’s willingness to partner on various university projects and serve as a 

shepherd as needed. 

 

By taking and modeling a broader view of technology, UTech is fully engaged in strategic thinking across 

university. UTech’s leadership shows the way to access to additional resources and provides visibility of 

other technologies that could be useful in advancing strategic initiatives. Heralding enterprise projects, 

sharing relevant skills and pooling of people and skills allow the university to move intelligently through 

different demands and challenges. UTech is truly consultative and seen as solution-focused. Every 
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university initiative has a technology component. With UTech participating in the technology discussions 

and evaluations, it is enabling the future and building greater realization and trust in UTech’s input and 

perspective 

 

Lastly, as the full effect of all these centralization benefits becomes fully engaged, UTech will be seen as 

a leader among our peers external to the University. Our innovation will be viewed as successful,  agile 

and so very sensible. Our peers will be clambering for advice on how to achieve similar results within 

their own institutions. Indeed, they already are. 

  

 

Virginia Morrison 

October, 2019 


